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Abstract
In any information system intrusions are the activities that damage the security and integrity of the system. In this paper we focus
on wireless network, intrusions in wireless network (WLAN) and different Distributed Intrusion Detection Systems which are used
to detect these attacks or intrusions. The rapid enhancement in wireless network has changed the level of network security. So, past
of protecting the network with the firewalls are not sufficient to maintain network security in wireless local area network. There are
different intrusion detection techniques which are used for identifying the various types of intrusions in wireless local area network.
In this paper, we compare the various Distributed intrusion detection Systems used for detecting attacks in wireless network and
also make a comparison table of these DIDS depending upon the performance. This comparison table will very helpful in designing
better intrusion detection systems for detecting and preventing of vulnerabilities in wireless network.
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I. Introduction
Wireless networks are becoming so popular for many applications
because they provide communication between different systems
without predetermined infrastructure. Due to this flexibility new
security risks are introduced in wireless network. The wireless
network is dynamic in nature so there are number of challenges
in maintaining security in wireless network. In wireless network
there is need of defense schemes which are stronger, efficient and
flexible. Intrusions in an information system are the processes or
activities that damage the security policy of system. Intrusion
detection is the process detecting and reporting unauthorized or
unapproved network activity. It is used to identify intrusions or
attacks against the system. Intrusion detection system (IDSs)
collects and scrutinizes the data to recognize computer system and
network intrusions or mishandlings. Conventional IDSs have been
designed for wired systems and networks to identify intrusions
or attacks. Of late, wireless network have been concentrated for
employing the IDSs Constructed. Monitoring, analyzing user
and system activities, identifying abnormal network activities
and detecting policy violations for WLANs are the functions
of these wireless IDSs. There are a lot of chances of attacks in
WLANs due to dynamic topology, absence of infrastructure and
centralized administration. Wireless IDSs collect all local wireless
transmissions and rely either on predefined signatures [1] or on
anomalies in the traffic [3] to produce alerts or alarms. In this paper
we focus on different types of attack in wireless network, various
distributed intrusion detection systems, research achievements in
DIDSs fields and their comparison. Ease of Use.

A. Due to lack of infrastructure
In wireless networks there is no fixed infrastructure which makes
different security mechanism inapplicable like certification,
firewall and cryptography.
B. Vulnerability due to channels
In wireless network fake messages can easily be injected without
making physical connection with the network.
C. Dynamic topology
In wireless networks dynamic topology is used which require
sophisticated routing protocols. Problem arises due to mobility
of devices. It is very difficult to track a misbehaving device in
wireless network which generate wrong routing information.
D. Vulnerability due to nodes
In wireless network it is not possible to protect the different nodes
physically. That is why these nodes can easily be captured by an
attacker.

II. Vulnerabilities in Wireless
Finally In wired network data travel from one place to another
over a dedicated physical line that is private, but in WLAN data
travel from one place to another over a shared space which is
not private. It means there are more chances of vulnerabilities
in wireless networks as compare to wired networks. Wireless
networks have characteristics like dynamic topology, absence of
centralized administration and low protection of nodes. Due to
dynamic topology nature of wireless network there is no boundary
of wireless network, so old methods like firewall protection are not
applicable for security in WLAN. Different types of vulnerabilities
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III. Classification of Intrusion Detection System
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are the software designed
for detecting, blocking and reporting unauthorized activities in
computer networks. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can be
categorized into two different forms according to data collection
mechanisms and attack detecting techniques [4] as shown in
fig.1.

Fig.1.Classification of Intrusion Detection System.
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For Example, a normally passive public web server attempting
to open connections to a large number of addresses may be
indicative of a worm infection.Equations

A. Based on Data Collection Mechanism
Define IDS can be categorized into three types [6] according to
the data collection method: Network Based, Host Based, Hybrid
intrusion detection system. Network based intrusion detection
system reside on a separate system from where it watches the
network traffic, looks for indications of attacks that traverse the
portion of the network. Host based intrusion detection system resides
on a particular host and looks for the indications of attacks on that
host. Hybrid intrusion detection system has both the functionality
of Network based and Host based intrusion detection system.

IV. Vulnerabilities in Wireless
Depending upon the infrastructure the wireless network can be
divided into two different forms either flat or multi-layer. The
best architecture of IDS for a wireless network depends upon
the infrastructure of that network. The different types of IDS
architecture are:

B. Network Based IDS
Network Based IDS (NIDS) exists as a software process on a
dedicated hardware. The NIDS places the network interface card
on the system into promiscuous mode, i.e. the card passes all traffic
on the network to the NIDS software. The traffic is then analyzed
according to a set of rules and attack signatures to determine if
it is traffic of interest. If it is, an event is generated. Its attack
recognition module uses four common techniques to recognize
an attack signature:
•
Pattern, expression or byte code matching,
•
Frequency or threshold crossing
•
Correlation of lesser events
•
Statistical anomaly detection
Once an attack has been detected, the IDS’ response module
provides a variety of options to notify, alert and take action in
response to the attack. Problem with NIDS is that it has high
false positive rate. Another drawback is that in NIDS there is no
central point to monitor whole N/W. So, it is not good for adhoc
network.

E. Standalone Architecture
In this type of architecture Intrusion Detection System (IDS) runs
on each system to find out intrusions independently. In standalone
architecture there is no data exchange and no cooperation among
IDSs on the network. This architecture is more appropriate for
network with flat infrastructure than for network with multilayered
infrastructure [13].
F. Distributed and Collaborative Architecture
In this type of architecture every node in wireless network takes
part in intrusion detection process with the help of IDS agent
running on the different nodes. In distributed and collaborative
architecture IDS agent is responsible for collecting and detecting
the local events and data to find out different intrusions or attacks
.After identifying the intrusion IDS give response at the same
time [14].
G. Hierarchical Architecture
This architecture is the improved version of distributed and
collaborative architecture. Hierarchical architecture is well suited
for infrastructure of multi-layered network. In multi layered
infrastructure network is divided into clusters and cluster heads
in this type of infrastructure act as control points in the same way
as routers, switches and gates in wired network [15].

C. Host-Based IDS
HIDS exists as a software process on a system. HIDS examines
log entries for specific information. Periodically, the HIDS process
looks for new log entries and matches them up to pre-configured
rules. If a log entry matches a rule, the HIDS will alarm. Today’s
host-based intrusion detection systems remain a powerful tool for
understanding previous attacks and determining proper methods to
defeat their future application. Host-based IDS still use audit logs,
but they are much more automated, having evolved sophisticated
and responsive detection techniques.

H. Architecture based on mobile agent
In this type of IDS architecture mobile agents are used to perform
required task on different nodes in wireless network. In mobile
agent based architecture distribution of attack detection tasks are
possible. It is very best method of using mobile agents [16, 18]
for detecting intrusions.

D. Hybrid IDS
Hybrid intrusion detection system is an IDS which combine the
functionality of network based sensor technology with host based
agent that is capable of analyzing the network traffic only addressed
to specific host where agent of hybrid IDS is installed [8].
•
Based on Detection Techniques
An intrusion detection system can be categorized into two
different forms based on detection techniques: Signature
or Misuse based and Anomaly based intrusion detection
system.
•
Signature or Misuse based IDS
Misuse detection attempts to model abnormal behavior or
signatures of known attacks. It is based on the assumption
that all intrusions or attacks leave their signatures that can
be detected[9,10]. Any occurrence of which clearly indicates
system abuse. For Example, an HTTP request referring to
the cmd.exe file may indicate an attack.
•
Anomaly based IDS
Anomaly based IDS attempts to model normal behavior.
Events that violate this model are considered to be suspicious.
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V. Comparison of Different Distributed Intrusion
Detection Systems
There are a lot of advantages and disadvantages of different
distributed intrusion detection systems. Different distributed
intrusion detection systems and there references are shown in
table 1 and comparison of these systems is shown in table 2.
Table 1:
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Reference
of Ids

Author

Algorithm

Merits

Demerits

ID Method

IDS1

Kachirski
and Guha

Mobile Agent
Based

better
network
performance

Only use
anomaly based
method

Anomaly
based

IDS2

Y. Huang

Cluster based
distributed intrusion
detection
scheme

improved
efficiency
in the terms
of network
overhead
and memory
usage

false alarm rates
are not mentioned
and low performance

Anomaly
based
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IDS3

R. Puttini

A fully
distributed
algorithm

identify the
source of
packet dropping attack
and suitable
for manet

ery time consuming process to
learn program
profiles and testing processes

signature
based

IDS4

R. Nakkeeran

agent based
cooperative
and distributed system

low false
alarm rate and
performance
is better than
other ids

No description
about security
issuses of mobile
agents

Anomaly
based

IDS5

Jelena
Mirkovic

a distributed
system for
ddos defense

ability to
detect new
attacks and
latest misuse
signatures

faces some
challenges like
arbitrary definition of abnormal
activities

signature
based

IDS6

James
Cannady
and Jay
Harrell

cluster based
intrusion
detection
system

reduces communication
overheads
and good detection rate

more complex
and ineffective
co-ordination
between dids
modules

Anomaly
based
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22-24, 2007.
[18] Yongguang Zhang,Wenke Lee,Yian Huang, ”Intrusion
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VI. Conclusion and Future Work
Only intrusion detection and prevention techniques are not
sufficient for securing wireless network but there is also need of
good Intrusion Detection System. From the existing DIDS anomaly
based intrusion detection systems are more efficient and economic
because of distributed nature of wireless ad hoc network. For better
understanding of Distributed Intrusion Detection System we have
given details of different DIDS. We have also given comparison
table of different DIDS according to their performance. Future
work will involve developing more intelligent and robust intrusion
detection algorithms. We will investigate number of attacks on
Intrusion Detection System infrastructure.
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